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Words from the
Baron and Hlaefdige of Darkwood

Thank you all for the great food, great company and the hard
work, so far this year. Everyone had a great time at Whiteshield.
Congratulations to one of our own, Hans Von Wolfholz and his inspiration
Ivone Pons Leyr, Their Royal Majesties of the West.
War and Tourney season is now on us, and its time to shake off winters
chill and seek the sun and revel with friends. April was filled with many opportunities to share what we love, so be sure to continue to volunteer, help
support each other and our endeavors. As always keep an open mind and
open heart, teach someone new something wonderful and maybe find some
thing new to learn for yourself. Take the time to extend hospitality to new
and old friends alike and encourage others to better themselves, as you
work to be better.

As ever it is our honor and privilege to work to serve all of you, our
love for Darkwood helps carry us through our mundane lives. We are
always looking for ways to improve our time and service to the populace
and always encourage suggestions and help in constructive and beneficial
ways. Feel free to come talk to us, we listen. Beltane, and Mists/Cyn war
were amazing. The castle was present at both, and is planned on for West
Antir War!

Be well
Yours in Service
Baron Jared
Hlaefdige Brid

Words from the
Darkwood Seneschal

Greetings Darkwood,
I hope this issue of the Drum finds you all well and in good spirits.
For those of you who were at June Crown – Kingdom A&S, and helped make Taxes and
the Presentation of Taxes happen, thank you. The Barony made a good showing and
everything was well received by Their Majesties.
For those of you who are attending West/ Antir war, please have a safe, fun and fantastic event! Darkwoodians are coordinating many aspects of that war, so if you are able
to help out you will be helping not just the Kingdom, but your Darkwood kin. Please
have safe adventures and report back.
The Baronial Meeting is July 11th in Caer Darth. I look forward to seeing you there. I
know not everyone finds business meetings fascinating, but if you would like to see
some of the under-pinnings of how the Barony works, this would be a good place to
start. Also, remember that we rotate the meetings between the cantons and the college
so that everyone has a chance to attend somewhat conveniently, at some point during
the year.
Speaking of the college, check out their new website! http://
ucscmedievalclub.wix.com/stdavids
We are still waiting for the information we need from corporate, regarding the polling,
but that will resolve sooner than later. I will send out FB and Yahoo notifications when
I put the polls in the mail, so you will not miss out on your opportunity to vote.
As we continue head-long into camping season, please take care of yourselves and each
other.
Water, sunscreen, courtesy and fun.
YIS
Elizabeth Grym
Seneschal, Barony of Darkwood
Next Baronial Meeting—July 11th at 7:00pm—Canton of Caer Darth

Keep watching the FB Event Page Darkwood Baronial Meeting: July for Site Location and Addition Information.

Baronial Exchequer
Announcements

We have money and our reports are current and balanced.

If anybody has any ideas for a new White Shield
site, please let me know, as Bolado Park is quickly
pricing us out of the market.
YIS,
Rose de LeMans

Successor Wanted – Baronial Exchequer
My warrant is up as of White Shield, 2017. I will not
be allowed to extend beyond that. Therefore, I'd like
to find a successor now to start learning the job and
be prepared to step up at White Shield, 2017.
YIS,
Rose de LeMans

Words from the
Darkwood Chronicler

Greetings Darkwood! I can hardly believe that it has been a year since I stepped up
as the Chronicler for Darkwood. I have had a great time creating the Darkwood Drum
and I hope you have enjoyed reading it. As always, to make the Drum great I need
your artwork, bardic pieces, pictures, stories, website recommendations, book recommendations and event information. The Drum is required to be published quarterly so
there are many opportunities to have your items included. You can send your items
to dwchronicler@gmail.com
Just a reminder, the Barony has a Google Calendar that lists Baronial and Canton
meetings, A&S nights, fighter practices and events along with major Principality and
Kingdom events, plus a few events from our neighboring groups. Below is the link to
the calendar. If you have issues viewing it, please let me know.

Barony of Darkwood Google Calendar
Yours in Service,
Norinna O’Shaughnessy

Baronial Meetings for 2016
September 12—Canton of MdR
November 14—Canton of Hawks Haven

Baronial Meetings for 2017
January—Canton of Caer Darth
March—College of St. David’s
May—Canton of Hawks Haven
July —Canton of Caer Darth
September —Canton of MdR
November —Canton of Hawks Haven

White Shield Tournament
Follow-Up

**THREE CHEERS FOR THE FOLLOWING INDIVIDUALS**
White Shield Champion—Viscount Sir Walerich von Bredereke
Darkwood Champion—Graf Hans von Wolholz

White Shield Rapier Champion—Kevin Grey
Darkwood Rapier Champion—Symon Montgomery

Baroness Champion Cloak Recipient—Margaret Graham

Oak of Service Recipients—Luca Caravello and Marsilee Caravello

Coil of Esteem Recipient—Charles van der Haaghe

Newest Member of the Rangers Program—Khalidah bint Sa’id Al’ Attar and
Charles van der Haaghe

Petition to start Rangers Program accepted from Luca Caravello

Baronial Seneschal change over—Former Senechal Luciua Cassius Marius
to Current Seneschal Elizabeth Grym

Baronial Constable change over—Former Constable Garrett Todhunter to
Current Constable Carrek MacBrian

“Dominance: What It Means in Rapier Fencing”
by Salina de la Serna

The word dominance is a word commonly used amongst rapier fighters in the West Kingdom. Rapier
fighters are always saying things like, “Make sure you have dominance,” or “Don’t let him dominate your
blade!” Yet, the meaning behind the word dominance is very complex and can incorporate the many theories and principles of historical fencing.
In the most basic definition, dominance means having control over your opponent while also maintain
control of yourself and the field. That is a VERY simple definition. However, the term dominance means
so much more. Not many historical texts actually use the word dominance literally in their treaties. The
word dominance, as rapier fighters use it today, is mostly a modern term used to describe a historic
methodology.
This year there was an unfortunate low turn out of rapier fighters to compete for the Baronial Rapier
Championship at the annual White Shield event. Only two fighters showed up. It was decided to take
part of the competition off the field and test the fighters’ fencing knowledge. The two fighters were asked
to write everything they knew about dominance. Here are their interpretations:
“Dominance is the ability to control the flow of the fight by way of controlling your opponent. This
control can be gained by way of body positioning, blade position, and/or footwork. To gain a
blade is to gain control of your opponent’s weapon by the positioning of your blade over your opponent’s which will cause a defensive action on your opponent’s part. To gain dominance by body
positioning is to place yourself in such a manor as to cause your opponent to counter move in a
way in which you dictate, i.e: If I move right, to way you to move to the left. Dominance in footwork is similar to dominance by the body but differs in that you can move the position of the feet
without changing the position of the body, but you can still cause a reactionary shift in your opponent.” – Symon Montgomery
In this description here, we see one fighter breaking the definition of dominance into three main parts:
body position, blade position, and footwork. But when I put the question to the other rapier fighter, this
is the response he gave:
“Rapier fighting is as much a mind game as it is a physical one. In this sense, dominance in rapier
involves the mind as much as it involves the sword. The conventional blade dominance uses leverage, positioning, and timing to angle the opponent’s blade away from a lethal angle. In this sense,
a fighter should do what is best in the moment to control the clash and follow up. When dominating a blade, the opponent’s blade is where you want it. The form of mind dominance, the game of
chess for rapier, involves outmaneuvering your opponent. You can force your opponent into your
timing. This form of control is a subconscious one in which you use false attacks and footwork to
make them subconsciously match your movements and speed for your advantage. Besides controlling their timing, you can make the opponent believe they are in control. Create tells to your maneuvers and movement so when the opponent thinks they have caught on, you can place them
where you want them without the opponent realizing. Another example of mind dominance consists of trying to get into your opponent’s mind. Unlike the other two in which you try to manipulate the opponent, this last strategy involves understanding them, studying them, so you can predict and read their movements. By combining physical prowess, sharp technique, and a quick
mind, a rapier fighter can dominate their opponent physically and mentally.” - Kevin Grey
In this last description, we have the definition of dominance incorporating tempo and the mental mind
game of sword play in addition to dominating the blade and body positioning. Which interpretation was
right? They both were.
Regardless of the length of the definition, one thing holds true in the meaning of the word dominance is
that the core grasp of the word is really left as a personal interpretation of how each rapier fighter is able
gain and maintain control of the bout in order to make the kill shot. No two rapier fighters will ever give
you the same definition. Dominating your opponent, in whatever way, is simply the means to the end
game.

White Shield
a gift from their Majesties, Marc and Patricia,
written by their bard for the occasion of the Darkwood White Shield tourney, March 12, A.S. L
(refrain – spoken by populace after each verse)
We hear the voices of the past,
we speak to those who’ve yet to come;
may Darkwood’s oak stay strong.

Full clouds of storm hang on the hills,
but sun shines bright upon the land
to chase off darkness, winter’s ills
and bless the lowly, bless the grand.

(refrain)

A shield white as purest snow
is held up as the tourney’s prize,
and all have come, though winds may blow,
to watch the oaken banner rise.

(refrain)

Tonight at tables full we meet
in fellowship, to sing and feast,
and though through loss we’re not complete,
no one among us is the least.

(refrain)

So go you forth with joy tonight

and know that in both sun and storm
when we all meet we kindle light;
at Darkwood’s hearth may you stay warm.
We hear the voices of the past,
we speak to those who’ve yet to come;
may Darkwood’s oak stay strong.
Darkwood’s oak is strong!

Period Food by Lady Seraphina VanEldstrom
Tips & Tricks of Medieval Cookery
In an age of convenient foods and in a new era of becoming more aware of what we eat,
I find it a constant surprise that the techniques we attribute to earlier generations goes further back then our grand or even our great grandparents. The idea of a quick meal that is
ready in 20 minutes was not founded in our modern age of technology for on the go parents
but when you squint your eyes and tilt your head to gaze back into time you can find it with
the farmers in the fields, the explores far from home, the blacksmiths in forge and armies on
the horizon. This idea that quick good food can’t be materialized unless it comes from package on a shelf is a modern-day assumption I am actively trying to challenge through the experiences of Medieval Cookery.
In March, I was honored to be able to prepare the feast for Whiteshield. As this was my
first chance to be able to control the menu and execute a large multi course meal for Family
(and yes, I consider all SCA members part of my larger family), it is safe to say this was nerve
racking. On a normal day, planning and prepping a meal doesn’t take quite so much effort
however a few things I learned about medieval recipes on a large scale can be directly applied
to being able to prepare medieval recipes that can be done in modern day. So, in this edition
of Period Food, I thought I could share some of the tips and tricks that the modern Medieval
cook can use to prepare easy period dishes any day of the week!
One of the major features of the Feast was sauces; wether they were paired with meat,
veggies or pasta, knowing how create and thicken a sauce is a wonderful skill. Medieval recipes can be very cryptic and intimidating for modern cook that start with only a list of ingredients and end with no real directions! But if you know a few basic tricks this won’t be so
scary.
Let’s start with ingredients, many are widely and easily available. I have found that
those odd ball items can usually be found online for for decent prices. As far as how much is
needed but not listed in a recipe is a little more difficult. The first sense stimulated in tasting
is smell, I often start with a small amount of each spice mixed together before adding to liquid then smell the mixture. Herbs directly effect the smell and spices directly effect taste and
can add to the smell. If you don't like the smell, your not going to like the taste. Medieval
recipes are a great way to play with flavors you many not have thought about before so don’t
be afraid to add more of something to your liking. Your nose (or another trusted nose) will
not steer you wrong.
Thickening a sauce is fairly easy too, as there is a limited ways in which to achieve
this. The first is reduction. Whatever liquid the recipe calls for, the basic idea is to reduce the
amount of liquid by quarter or half meant to be a thin sauce, i found quite a few recipes are
wine based that are reduced. From there its a matter of addition of thickeners, one way to do
this is by adding fruit. For the feast, we made a cranberry sauce for a hunk o’ beef. Dried
berries in water with cinnamon with the water reduced by half before marinading the meat
overnight and then put into the oven. Yes, it was just that easy! The original recipes called
for strawberries but was adapted to honor Baron Sebastian. With that being said, many
fruits have a natural thickener called pectin and natural sugars. The amount of pectin and
sugar varies but stewing the fruit and reducing the water will draw them out and thicken
your sauce.
The other way to thicken is with a roux, an equal amount of fat and starch mixed together. The modern day Mother sauces have its roots in medieval times but when looking
over recipes you can see how they played with different starches and sugar by adding things
like marzipan, a mixture of almond flour and sugar. If a recipe calls for just an amount of
flour, here are some tricks to avoid lumps.
Continued on Next Page →

First of all mix equal amounts of flour and liquid and mix until smooth. These days
roux is made either with butter or oil mixed with flour but not every recipe calls for butter.
Some roux is cooked to hydrate the flour and others are added directly to sauce. Each of
these methods yields different results but not so different that you could mess it up to badly,
so I encourage playing based on the ingredients listed in a medieval recipe. If you are gluten
free you can substitute most flour for almond flour in a sauce or use arrowroot or cornstarch
but the latter two will not keep in the fridge if there is left overs.
One final note to help avoid lumps is to add the roux/flour mixture at opposite temperatures then the sauce. What the heck does that mean?? If your sauce is hot, add room
temp or cold roux; If your sauce is cold, add warm or hot roux to sauce and mix. This is a
trick every cook should know to help avoid lumps! But don't be afraid of thin sauce, It could
be intentional and you now have tools to thicken if that is what you desire. Roux can be
made and kept on fridge up to month so has to keep on hand for those speedy sauces.
The next tip is how to make a lovely batch of Focaccia bread ready in about an hour. A
whole article could be devoted to just bread tricks alone and I have learned quite a few in my
short time as a culinary student but for the basic Medieval home cook, I am going to share
the bread recipe that was the Dragon on the fruit and barely stew served at the Whiteshield
feast. If you can devote the time to a starter, its a great way to have fresh bread but for those
times when you have unexpected guests or you forget to grab a loaf at the store, this is a
great recipe to have on hand. It is also a basic enough recipe that you can create your own
style! I have come across recipes that include but are not limited to sea salt, garlic, onion,
rosemary, cheese, sage, sardines, dried meats and that list could go on and on. If you have a
mixer it is that much easier but even kneading by hand and rising is a lot less fussy than
your normal 3 hour bread recipe. Mixing the ingredients for ten mins, letting it rise for 15
mins in warm moist place, stretching bread onto baking sheet, rise, poke fingers to make
divots and brush with olive oil to bake for 20 mins is all that is required. A beautiful, fluffy
flat loaf of bread is ready in about an hour. In order to make the dragon I got a very cool
dragon bundt cake pan. When the bread was ready to rise, I oiled the pan and let it sit so
that as the dough doubled it would fill in all the crevices. We did learn, through out the day,
that the dough did not need to rise in the pan to fill the crevices in, but I doubt you will ever
have reason to make nine loaves of bread as I did that day!
Before I give you the recipe let me mention the difference between cooking and baking. I
have always been a cook, I can slap and dash my way to a good meal in very short time (as
most parents learn to be) but baking is much more precise. Cooking is the Art and Baking is
the Science and knowing this will make you much more successful when playing with recipes. Baking is all about the proper ratio, hydration, fermentation and is enough to intimidate
any casual cook. So let start the tips before you start mixing. If you have looked at a medieval recipe you may notice there is not any measurement included, it may be in the form of a
weight (pounds, ounces) rather than volume (cup, T-spoons), This is not by accident. Weighting out your ingredient, both wet and dry, will ensure that no matter the ingredient amount
you will have consistent end result. The best way to understand this is in the flour. Bread
flour, all-purpose, fine ground, packed or unpacked into a cup will give you a different volume of flour. The reason this is important is that any good basic bread recipe has a ratio of
60% hydration to dry ingredients. So weighting out a pound of flour will always give you a
pound, whereas a cup of flour could yield you 14 ounces, 12 ounces or 18 ounces depending
of how fine the flour is ground! So if you have not had good luck with bread in the past (like I
have), I highly recommend investing in a small kitchen scale for all your baking.

Continued on Next Page →

Next, make sure you have active yeast. If your like me, you may love a Costco buy but
when you get home, you start to wonder where your going to store 5 lbs of yeast and will it go
bad before used! (By the way, yeast stays longer in the fridge and even longer in the freezer) So
when you take yeast out of the fridge 3 months later, be sure to let it come to room temperature before blooming; Blooming is adding yeast and sometimes sugar to some water to start
the yeast before adding to the other ingredients. The water will kick start the yeast and it is a
living thing so be aware of water temperature, warm to touch is best because to cold and the
yeast won't start, to hot and yeast will die. The sugar added will feed the yeast and they will
start working for you quicker. You can tell a healthy active yeast when you see bubbles and
will be able to smell the yeast stating to ferment, try to make sure all the yeast is dissolved
into the water.
The following recipe is for a 12in x 18in baking sheet. After the dough has a chance to
rise in a oiled bowl, dump it onto an oiled baking sheet and stretch/push out the dough to
cover the whole sheet. The dough is forgiving so keep pushing into all the corners and even
out the dough as much as possible. Divot the top of the dough with your fingers which will
create pockets for olive oil to settle into and turn a lovely gold. At this point you can add any
herbs, spices, cheeses or meats you may enjoy. If you enjoyed the Za’tar bread served at the
Baronesses Masked ball in ’14, sprinkle lemon pepper on the top! This bread is made famous
by the romans but had roots in many middle eastern cultures as well.
I hope that all these tips and tricks helps those who may be reluctant to try medieval
recipes with a little more knowledge and confidence!
Focaccia
Granulated sugar
Active Dry yeast
Water, lukewarm
All-purpose flour
kosher salt
Olive oil

1 tbsp
1 tbsp
12 fluid oz
1 lbs. 2 oz
2 tsp
2 fluid oz.

Dissolve and bloom yeast in lukewarm water with sugar.
Start with half flour, add bloomed yeast and mixer with dough hook. Slowly add
rest of flour so that gradually incorporated. Mix 10 mins until smooth.
Place in oiled bowl, cover and keep in warm place for 15 mins, until doubled.
On oiled baking sheet push dough out flat (don’t use rolling pin!) till covers whole
pan.
Let rise 15 mins or til doubled.
Dimple surface and brush with olive oil, sprinkle salt and add desired spices. Bake
400* until lightly browned, about 20 mins.

Let me know if it lasts longer that 24 hours in your house :)

Amairgin Mac Coachlaoich
(Robert Johnston)

Photo courtesy of Sandra Linehan, photographer

Congratulations to the most recent graduate from the College of St. David’s
(UC Santa Cruz)!!! May your future be full of wondrous adventures and know
that you always have a home here in Darkwood.

CELEBRATING THE
BARDIC ARTS
TO THE WEST (By Siobhan ni hEodhusa (Leigh Ann Hussey) - ©1992)
The hawk soars high o’er yonder hill,
the stag bells in the glen;
The whale chants wild in waters chill,
the bear dreams in her den’
they call me to return again;
they set me on my way.
(Chorus)
Where the twilight seals the day,
to the West, to the West
I am summonded as the dreamers come before,
With my wounds all healed away,
like the sun I will rest
where my vision leads, along the Western shore.
I’ll bless the bonny ship that brings
me leave and liberty
to wend the ways of saints and kings
and souls across the sea.
I’ll seek the voice that calls to me
And sets me on my way.
(Chorus)
My eyes shall see my fortune clear,
my tongue shall rightly tell.
My heart shall hold my dreaming dear;
my hands shall build it well.
The land they sought, where now we dwell,
is ever on the way.
(Chorus)

CELEBRATING THE
BARDIC ARTS

Fair Mistland (By Linda-Muirsall von Karzenbrasse)
I beg your indulgence, my lords, a moment please bear.
You've asked of my homeland far, the colors I wear.
For it's long I've been traveling from that sunny clime.
Yet her vision still stays by me, through all of time.
And so my thoughts turn again, to foothills green.
A sapphire bay and sky, a jewel for a queen.
Her fields full of golden flowers that blanket the land.
Cradle of Kingdoms, Fair Mistland.
I was only fifteen years old, when I left my hoome.
The wanderlust strong in me, far lands I would roam.
But my road now grows weary, and I fain would lie,
'neath the bay trees that crown her hills, and reach to the sky.
And so my thoughts turn again, to foothills green.
A sapphire bay and skey, a jewel for a queen.
Her fields full of golden flowers that blanket the land.
Cradle of Kingdoms, Fair Mistland.
Though I've passed through many Realms, seen many grand sights.
From canyons of rainbow hues, to the far northern lights.
But I'd trade all their splendour, to once more be,
Where the morning mist cloaks the earth, in soft mystery.
And so my thoughts turn again, to foothills green.
A sapphire bay and sky, a jewel for a queen.
Her fields full of golden flowers that blanket the land.
Cradle of Kingdoms, Fair Mistland.
Yes, I would go home again, to where time began.
Cradle of Kingdoms, Fair Mistland.

CELEBRATING THE
BARDIC ARTS

Darkwood, the Oak of the West
(By John Rossignol, Bard of the Oaks—October 2004, AS XXXIX)

In the west of the land, where the song began,
is a kingdom proud and free.
And the soul of the realm is the mountains and vales
where the oak lands meet the sea.
In the forest rills through the ancient hills
flows the dream for which we quest.
Like a strong old tree is the Barony
of Darkwood, the Oak of the West.
CHORUS:
When war comes thundering, thundering on,
the Darkwood line stands tall.
And we smite the foe with shattering blows,
and send him to the wall.
Though the odds be long and the strife be strong,
we are equal to the test,
And the Kingdom stands by the strength of our hand -Darkwood, the Oak of the West!
Oh, the peaceful folk, and the dreaming land,
and the children running free.
And a distant shout, and a curl of smoke,
and invaders 'neath the trees!
Then a skirl of pipes, and the clash of steel,
and our warriors marching abreast!
Think they e'er to dare, let all foemen beware
of Darkwood, the Oak of the West!
(CHORUS)
Oh the weary years, and the weary miles,
and the wars so far from home.
And my heart yearns back to the faces I knew
as I tread the homeward gloam.
Ah, I see them there, in the upper air
as I top the final crest!
Then the road winds down to the home of my heart -Darkwood, the Oak of the West!

CELEBRATING THE
BARDIC ARTS
West-AnTir War (July 2015)
Early one morning just as the sun was rising,
I heard a Herald calling, to the populace below.
Oh Yea, Oh, Yea, a war is soon to start.
Bring your weapons, wear your armor,
Let us win the battle for the Kingdom of the West.
Some came with their Pole Arms,
Some came with their Axes,
Some came with Swords and shields, For the Kingdom of the West.
They all fought valiantly and so tirelessly.
They fought AnTir for the Kingdom of the West.
When the war was over, King Hauoc was delighted,
Queen Mina was proud of those who fought for her.
Her guards were tired, but she inspired them.
Long live Mina, the Queen of the West.
Early one morning just as the sun was rising,
I heard a Herald calling,
Prepare for another war, Pennsic or Great West.
Let us win more battles for the Kingdom of the West.
Respectfully,
Irina Antonova zhena Barsuka

West Kingdom—West/AnTir
June 29th—July 3rd
Gold Beach, Oregon

Their Majesties of the West invite the Known World to take part in the Grand War
between the great and noble Kingdoms of the West and AnTir.
Complete information can be found at http://reannagteine.com/WestAntir/
WestAnTirWarHome.html
Fees: Member: $40, Adult paying on site: $50, Member paying on site: $45, Adult
day trip (available Saturday only): $20, Member daytrip (Saturday only): $15,
Youth aged 7-17: $20, Youth paying on site: $25, Children 6 and under: Free.,
On Site Family cap $120
Site Information: Lazy J Moore Ranch (96029 Euchre Creek Road, Gold Beach,
OR)
Site Opens: Noon on June 29th, and Closes at 4pm on July 3rd
Directions from the North: Make your best way to Port Orford Oregon. Head
south from Port Orford on Hwy 101 approx 16 miles. Last milepost seen is 316.
You turn left on to Ophir road just before you would reach milepost 317. Then
turn left onto Euchre Creek road. Follow road to site, approx 1 mile.
Directions from the South: Make your best way to Gold Beach Oregon. Head
north out of Gold Beach on Hwy 101 for approx 11 miles to milepost 317. Turn
right on to Ophir road. Turn left onto Euchre Creek road. Follow road to site,
approx 1 mile.

MDR MidSummer Revel and 30th Year
Celebration
Saturday, July 23, 2016

Come and celebrate MDR’s 30th year with a revel and a rapier
tourney! We will have a tourney, classes, dancing, and a potluck. Please join us for a lovely day of fellowship.
Autocrat: Leofwen Cryccthegn Deorcwuda (Jennifer Nestojko)
Event Schedule:
10 A.M. – 6 P.M. Further details will be posted online.
The tourney will start at 12:00.
Site Information:
Laguna Grande Park (1249 Canyon Del Rey Blvd, Seaside CA
93955)
Site Fee:
None, though donations are welcome

Caer Darth
Poacher’s Feast
Saturday, August 13th

Come one, come all and join The Canton of Caer Darth for The Poachers Feast.
This will be a day of eating, games and fun activities.
There will be meat barbecued for all to enjoy. There will be a potluck, so bring
a dish to share with all your friends. There will be fun and fantastic games and
activities. Don't be stale and test your crust in the Baguette joust. Finally get
proof of your yeasty dominance. Test your intestinal fortitude in the Haggis
(water balloon) toss.
There will be space to display and work on A&S projects. So come and show
off your latest creation.

Site Information:
Location: Garfield Park 199 Seaside St Santa Cruz, CA 95060
Times: Site opens 11 AM Site closes 5 PM
Site Fee: None, though donations are welcome

College of St. David’s
2016 OPERS FEST
Tuesday, September 20th
3:00pm—6:00pm
UC Santa Cruz Campus

***MARK YOUR CALENDAR***
The College of St David’s (UCSC Medieval Club) will again be participating in
the Fall OPERS Fest. We have filled our paperwork with a request for a specific
timeslot on the performance area for a fighting demo. More information will
come closer to that start of the FALL QUARTER. If you are interested in participating in the fighting demo please contact the College of St. David’s Seneschal Morwenna Wild (Sarah Paull) at ucscmedievalclub@gmail.com

Other important information: UCSC has declared this event a *Zero Waste*
event, which means that disposable water bottles are not allowed. Please bring
a refillable water bottle with you. Drinking fountains and water refill stations
will be available. Thank you.

West Kingdom 2016
Arts & Sciences
&
Wooden Spoon
Competitions
Kingdom Arts & Sciences Competitions
Purgatorio—August
Practical Science: Brewing—Basic Mead
Technical Science: Glasswork—can be worn as jewelry
Fine Arts: Calligraphy—sacred texts
Performance Arts: Physical Performance—Performance with a prop

Wooden Spoon Competitions
Well, since Beltane next year is Golden Beltane, the theme will be colors. Wooden Spoon entries should be period food that is primarily the color chosen for the competition. The food
can be a particular color because of the ingredients and/or because you've used period coloring agents.
Purgatorio: Red food
October Crown: Blue/Purple food
Compeat Anachronist #109 is all about period food colorings, if you're looking for a place to
start.

Principality of the Mists 2016
Arts & Sciences
&
Silver Spoon
Competitions
Mists Arts & Sciences Competitions
Fall Coronet—September
Practical Science - a savory dish. Feel free to make extra for the Princess' tea/bash/
extravaganza/symposium
Technical science: Headgear - any media/time/place. Fabric, metal, leather. If you wear
it on your head, it qualifies.
Fall Investiture—November
Fine Art: Something that can be worn on an arm or hand, any media/time/place. Rings,
gloves, bracers, sleeves, favors. If I don't get any entries for this, I'll be very disappointed!
Fine art - Something painted - judging the paint here, not the object.
Additionally, I'll have display tables at every event. Show us what you've finished, what
you're working on, etc. This is a great chance to lure in new people. Once they see the
cool stuff we have or can make it's easy to start up a conversation with them, and get
them excited about joining us.

Silver Spoon Competitions
Fall Coronet—September
ANYTHING from Scapi (Margaret Graham will be carrying a copy of Scapi to all events I
attend for referance).
Fall Investiture—November
Things in Brine.

Courtesy and Etiquette
As your Baron and Baroness, we have made a point of encouraging Hospitality and Generosity in all things within this great Barony
of Darkwood. However, we would also encourage the noble behaviors of Courtesy which make eventing better for everyone…

-A person’s camp is their home while at an event. If you have not been invited, please ask an occupant if you may enter. If there is
no one there, do not enter unless it is an emergency. Do not use other people’s camp spaces as roads or thoroughfares.

-Do not handle other people’s things without permission. There is much Shiny! Most likely someone will be proud and happy to
share and show off their Shiny. But ask first. And be courteous if your request is turned down.

-Be courteous in your address. “Milord” or “Milady” or “Fair Gentle” will always pass if you do not know what Excellency/Majesty/
Highness/Grace/Sir/Master etc you may be speaking to. We are working on the assumption that we are all Nobility.

-Pay heed to the Herald’s Calls. The “Oyez” of a Herald may be followed by anything from the current time, announcement of activities, calls for assistance or important event notices. Take a moment to be still and quiet and listen to the Heralds, they are volunteering their time and voices.

-“HOLD!” is the safe word for the entire SCA. If someone calls hold, it means that something potentially dangerous has or may happen. A fighter could be injured on the field, a vehicle could be moving, a tent pole could be coming down… if you hear HOLD, pause
and survey your surroundings and do not proceed until you are sure the situation is clear. If you are on the field, a hold is released
by the marshals, and courtesy would have you take a knee on the warfield, for the duration of the hold. Likewise, if you see a dangerous situation and cry “hold!” others will listen and stop.

-Blades should never be drawn or displayed in an aggressive fashion. We may have “live steel” (an actively edged weapon) for practical use or show, from a small carry knife to a greatsword. These should be safely sheathed (so that the blade is not bare, and cannot
fall), and in certain situations peace-tied (bound so that it may not be removed from the sheath without deliberate effort). Weapons of
estate, or those of an honor guard, may be bared at certain times at an event, but this is not permission for others. Loudly stating
“clear!” is good form preceding drawing an edged weapon. Old fashioned courtesy dictated removing your steel before entering the
presence of the Royalty in Court, if you are not a Knight.

-Respect Court. Attending official Court may not be your cup of tea. However, Court is a time and space to handle business, make
announcements, honor awards and volunteers, etc, even if it may at times seem casual or humorous. Keep your conversation and
distracting activity to a minimum. Even if what is going on in court is currently not important to you, it may be important to someone else, or be a new person’s first experience of court and etiquette. If your camp or socializing space is neighboring the Court
space, be mindful that those attending Court are there to pay attention to the business presented by the Royalty and Officers.

-The Word of an Officer is the Word of their Liege/Royalty. If a Herald is making a “call”, pause your conversation and listen. If a
Marshal is working a tournament or war do not interrupt their work or undermine them on the field, address issues respectfully and
at an appropriate time.

-To assist in keeping a historical atmosphere, attempt whenever possible to hide modern items and amenities. Within your means, do
your best to cover or conceal soda cans and plastic bottles, music players and computer devices, cell phones and cameras, ice chests
and coolers. Work on accumulating period looking utensils, drinking vessels and containers, and dress. Everyone understands the
need for eyeglasses, modern shoes, and that each person may be addressing the authenticity of their gear to the best of their means,
as well as consideration of safety and hygiene.

-Always leave a site cleaner than you found it. Cleanliness of the site may determine whether a great space may be available to the
Society again in the future.

-Offer to help. Someone may not need your help, but they will always appreciate the offer. Our group is driven by volunteers and
service. The continuation of volunteer spirit is fueled by courtesy. Hospitality and assistance create good neighbors and good event
experiences for the newest and oldest most jaded members of our Society, alike.

This is the June 2016, special edition issue of the Darkwood Drum, a publication of the Barony of Darkwood of
the Society for Creative Anachronism, Inc. (SCA, Inc.). Darkwood Drum is available from Lori Bush—
dwchronicler@gmail.com. It is not a corporate publication of SCA, Inc., and does not delineate SCA, Inc. policies.
Copyright © 2016 Society for Creative Anachronism, Inc. For information on reprinting photographs, articles, or
artwork from this publication, please contact the Chronicler, who will assist you in contacting the original creator
of the piece. Please respect the legal rights of our contributors.
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Barony of Darkwood
Seneschal – Elizabeth Grym (Katie De Santia)
lizziegrym@gmail.com
408-857-0710
www.baronyofdarkwood.org
Facebook – Barony of Darkwood
Yahoo Groups – baronyofdarkwood
Meetings – Every other month on the 2nd or 3rd Monday at 7pm,
location varies (rotates between local groups). Contact the Seneschal or check FB or Yahoo Group for more information.
Fighter Practice – Location/date/time varies. Contact the Marshal for more information.
Canton of Caer Darth
Seneschal – Caitriona Griffin (Brandy Shaw)
brandys@aol.com
831-336-8284
www.cantonofcaerdarth.org
Facebook – Canton of Caer Darth
Yahoo Groups – cantonofcaerdarth
Meetings – 2nd Tuesday of each month at 7pm, 1190 7th Avenue,
Santa Cruz (Yacht Harbor Manor Mobilehome Park Club
House). Contact the Seneschal or check FB or Yahoo Group for
more information.
Fighter Practice – Every Thursday from 6:30pm-9pm at the Galleria Parking Structure (River & Front Street) in downtown
Santa Cruz on the top floor. More information on the Facebook
page – CaerDarth Fighter Practice
Canton of Hawk’s Haven
Seneschal – Margaret Graham (Tina Elder-Flores)
kristinalynnelder@gmail.com
408-623-8872
Facebook – The Canton of Hawks Haven
Yahoo Groups – HawksHaven
Meetings – 1st Monday of every month, location varies. Contact
the Seneschal or check FB or Yahoo Group for more information.
Canton of MdR
Seneschal – Leofwen Cryccthegn Deorcwuda (Jennifer Nestojko)
deadmisfiscum@hotmail.com
408-205-4278
www.caontonofmdr.org
Facebook – Montagne du Roi
Yahoo Groups – MdR
Business Meetings – 2nd Tuesday of every month,7pm Contact
the Seneschal for location.
A&S Meeting/Project Night – 4th Tuesday of every month, 7pm
Contact the Seneschal for location.
Fighter Practice – Contact the Seneschal for time and location.
College of St. David’s
Seneschal - Morwenna Wild (Sarah Paull)
ucscmedievalclub@gmail.com
Facebook – Medieval Club @UCSC
Website- http://ucscmedievalclub.wix.com/stdavids
Meetings – Only held during UC Santa Cruz school term. Location/date/time varies. Contact Seneschal or check FB for more
information.

